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Titus 3:8

This is a trustworthy saying. And I want you to stress these things, so that those
who have trusted in God may be careful to devote themselves to doing what is
good. These things are excellent and profitable for everyone.
As Christian Social Workers, we accept a higher calling to caring for persons
who are oppressed, vulnerable, and poor, and to do so with excellence, as unto
God.
This requires us to be FIRST and not LAST in learning and applying the most
effective techniques that align with Godly principles, as we serve our clients.
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Information Technology:
Why is it Important, and
Why Isn’t Social Work Using it More ?
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Definition of IT:

…the technology involving the development,
maintenance, and use of computer systems,
software, and networks for the processing
and distribution of data
(Merriam-Webster, 2014)
This I T workshop will include discussions
concerning:
…Computer-based software for desktop and
mobile applications, office machines, and
electronics designed to save time, collect, and
organize data
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WHAT KIND OF WORK ARE WE ACTUALLY DOING?
• Recording ?.....or Transforming ?
• Processing?.... or Practicing ?
• Maintaining?….. or Building ?
• Documentation-Based?.....or Strengths-Based ?
• Person-in-System?......or Person-in-Environment?
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Just a Few Reasons Why SW needs I T…


Human services must be information- and
evidence-driven



Clients need access to current information



Managers must create and promote an
informed environment



Social work managers should create digital
teams for increased buy-in and agreement



Include social workers and clients in IT
planning for increased empowerment



Save time and money



Eliminate repetition of routine, regular or
periodic reports and documentation

CSWE has suggested a new field:
SW Informatics (Parker-Oliver, & Demiris , 2006)

“If I don't use
social media and
technology in
social work
practice, what
am I missing? “
WATCH ON YOUTUBE:
NANCY J. SMYTH, LCSW, PHD, DEAN OF THE
UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF SOCIAL
WORK AND MIKE LANGLOIS, LICSW, THERAPIST
AND INNOVATOR IN INTEGRATING
TECHNOLOGY, SOCIAL MEDIA AND GAMING
INTO MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICE
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Example: Video conferencing vs. taking multiple busses or driving to meetings
Increases access to information for client and clinician
• Clients have option to opt in or out
• Use Information/ tools / downloads provided by web sites
• Create Blogs / Chats / YouTube for learning and communication
• Access On-line education / Interactive assessments
• Ability to keep factsheets current and relevant
• Building community among clients through blogs / online groups
• Client empowerment through building social skills and linkages
Faster service
Swipe cards, human recognition software, identification software
QR and bar coding, Twitter, FB, communication software
E-mail, Fax, Phone, Moodle.org (OS), Survey Monkey, Zoomerang, Polldaddy, etc.
(see List of 70+ Resources)
Software , Applications, and Mobile Applications for Social Work
see List of 70+ Resources (slides 24-25) or e-mail me at cscott@barry.edu
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MYTH: I T is Impersonal; eliminates emotion and body language; little
opportunity for empathy or human interaction; not a good
environment for interpersonal helping / building trust
Example: Christian Fellowship, Palm Beach County, Florida
• Personalization (e.g. FB marketing tailored to user habits)
• Watch “How Big Data Can Transform Society for the Better “ by
Alex “Sandy” Pentland – MIT
• Impersonal task? = use I T - Personal task? =human interaction
Use I T appropriately:
I T is not always best in a crisis! But sometimes I T is! (e.g., 911 calls
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FACT:
Security Risks Increase as the World goes Wireless
Cloud storage, Moving from silos to aggregate storage,
Hackers, Viruses, Insufficient firewalls, No encryption, etc.
Target credit card security breach 12/13
HEARTBLEED, discovered 4/14 by Google
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New wireless data security (see List)
MTD (Moving Target Defense)
I & A M (Identity and Access Management)
ACA includes integrated data storage and access
New HIPAA electronic & technology guidelines

(http://www.hipaaguidelines101.com/hipaa-security.htm)
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UNDECIDED:

Quality vs Quantity

Many social work practitioners report that increased technology
changes the focus from client support and empowerment to
outcomes, numbers, and speed.
(Burton, J. & van den Broek, D. (2009). Accountable and countable: Information management systems and the bureaucratization
of social work. British Journal of Social Work, 39(7), 1326-1342.)

Social work managers and researchers find increased data
collection useful for developing, evaluating, and understanding
evidence-based processes and practices. These data help the
discipline know what does and does not work.
(Sheafor, Bradford W. and Charles R. Horejsi (2006). Techniques and guidelines for social work
Practice (7th Ed.). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Pgs. 246 – 336.)
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• New technology alerts company of
unauthorized access and identifies
unauthorized users
• Customized software and data
management systems can drastically
reduce unauthorized access
occurrences and can include standard
operating procedures for responses
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1. Name / save files with no blank spaces in file name.
2. Include path in saved file name.
3. Save document with new name upon opening.
4. Use recovery software such as Recover Files (OS).
5. Use technical support to help recover files through cloud
services; I T data storage companies can recreate, locate,
recover, and reassemble many lost or corrupted files, emails, videos, and more.
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Information Technology:
3 Examples of How I T is Being Utilized
1. For-Profit Businesses
One company, Partnerpedia, has built an SaaS
(software-as-a-service) application where their
customer brings in a mobile devise and the new
software will interface all its apps so they work
together “like a Swiss army knife.”
This maximizes the applications’ access and
usefulness, saving time and work for the customer.
(http://www.pwc.com)
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2. Marketers:
• Use software to track visits to website and more…Which pages
were visited? How long were users on the page? How long did it
take them to complete forms? What did they download? How
many times did they revisit the site? Did they make a purchase?
Did they complete a feedback survey?
• Use feedback to increase user-friendliness of websites, ensure
that needed information is available and prominent, and helps
determine what is missing and best form to provide it.
3. Social Workers:
• Social workers created their own programs for play therapy,
substance abuse prevention, mediation, HIV and Aids education,
and to reduce trauma for youth in foster care.
Hy Resnick & Phoebe Sade Anderson (2002) Introduction to Technology for Social Work Practice, Journal of Technology in Human Services, 20(1-2),5-10.
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Make Your Clinical Practice More Efficient
Social workers must be information-driven!
• Social workers must know and do more in less time
• Employment is competitive; Gain the digital advantage
• Clients / stakeholders are becoming more techno-savvy

C.L.A.P.
Complete - a class / SW courses do not include IT classes
Learn - computer basics / What can your computer do?
(e.g., Microsoft tutorials)
Automate - routine documentation and tasks
Practice (http://www.excel-skills.com/excel_2007.asp)
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Management Theory Perspectives:
Significant Influential Factors for Wisconsin Managements’ and
Social Workers' Attitudes Toward Computer Usage
By Paul N. Bradley, 2005Doctoral Dissertation, Walden University
Excerpt from Dissertation Abstract

The Question:
“…what demographics (e.g. gender, educational level) and attitudes (e.g. computer
dislike) of Wisconsin social workers influenced their computer usage.”
The Survey:
State and local government officials
59 graduate students enrolled in the school of social work,
41 administrators from social service
487 social work practitioners.
The Findings:
“Negative attitudes, computer anxiety, lower confidence, and computer disliking;
along with a perceived lack of usefulness discouraged computer usage.
The research reinforced the generally held belief that older workers have a
lower positive attitude toward computer applications while workers with
higher levels of education showed a higher computer liking. Given other
relevant factors, both men and women alike showed negative attitudes
toward computer applications."
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1. Practice using IT while working with clients (increase eye contact)
2. E-therapy - video conferencing, Skype, OVO (up to 12 users)(OS)
3. Visioning activities (YouTube, selected web sites)
4. Skill development (Educational web sites)
5. Assessments (On-line profiles, habits, propensities)
6. Role Play (interactive)
7. Education / Training (create / use teaching tools)
8. Journaling (you and client can have real-time access)
9. Research (help clients understand issues / options / therapy)
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Use software templates for writing papers / reports
Use presentation software - Prezi is free on-line; PowerPoint;
PowToon (animated) OS; Google Drive Presentation;
SlideRocket OS; Movie Maker
Professional papers and reports
Incorporate tablets, smart phones, and computers for group
classroom projects; interactive learning; surveys;
taping and reviewing;
Use Blackboard Groups / Discussion Boards;
Allow students to log in using OVO, Skype, Google Circles
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Teach and know: on-line etiquette and security
(CYBERETHICS)
http://www.covenanteyes.com/2011/03/24/freedom-andresponsibility-a-christian-view-on-cyber-ethics/

Teach and discuss: cyber bullying
(STOP BULLYING )
http://prismmagazine.org/a-christian-response-to-bullying/
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Increase competency with funders / stakeholders / powerbrokers
Save time networking
Create individual networks: LinkedIn / FB / Twitter / Google
Customize software connections: NetSuite /Sharepoint
Customize templates (*MS Word / Excel)
Use your ribbon / customize it
Customize word processing (Macros; Auto Correct; Preferences)
Use formatting tools….not space bars, numbers, and so forth
Create a simple, consistent filing system; Use_it_always
Computers are set up like a company – use path so you won’t get lost
***Computers read your input; most errors are human***
What is important to clients? Automate it as much as possible!
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1. Use client-preferred methods to communicate
with clients
2. Increase digital technology in the agency to
track / monitor activities (preferably with swipe
cards, barcodes, scanners, etc.):
Contacts, attendance, meals, food
inventories, resources, supplies,
transportation, bulk purchasing, In/out of
office, Beds, Inventories, Case loads,
Services / Supports
3. Visit digitized / current Social Work setting
4. Bring in consultants to discuss needs / provide
recommendations
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The following two slides are copies of
the workshop handout: a hyperlinked
CD list of opensource (free) and low
cost resources for Social Workers
They are difficult to read: for an
interactive copy, e-mail me at
cscott@barry.edu
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